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Democrats Sound Alarm as Far-left Fringe Takes Over
Party
The Democrat Party is cracking up, but
there are efforts underway to bring it back
from the brink. As socialist-ruled nations
across the Americas implode into violence
and mass starvation, the fringe left-wing
allies and supporters of those murderous
strongmen in America are said to be on the
verge of taking over the Democratic Party.
Democratic Bernie Sanders (shown) and
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez are both offered as
examples of the “future” of the party. But
after tolerating, encouraging, and flirting
with the far-left fringe for years, supposedly
more moderate Democrats anxious about an
electoral pummeling are finally starting to
speak out as a quasi-civil war breaks out in
the party.

But with self-described liberals making up less than half the party and just one fourth of the electorate,
the ultra-liberal Democrat Party may be too far gone to be salvaged. Consider that Communist Party
USA leaders openly brag about how they “utilize” the Democrat Party to advance their totalitarian
agenda in America. And consider, too, that a number of known communists and socialists were on the
Democrat Party’s Platform Committee in 2016. In short, the party is wildly out of touch with
mainstream America — and becoming even more so with every day that passes.  

Some analysts have suggested that President Donald Trump now has the Democrats exactly where he
wants them: Looking like absolute fools on national television praising the regime in Venezuela, seeking
to abolish Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), calling for open borders, demanding
government-controlled healthcare, behaving like fascist savages or overgrown children while
terrorizing conservatives, and more. But as self-proclaimed “moderate” Democrats try to bring the
party back from the brink of destruction, it remains to be seen who will win out. Plus, by pushing
amnesty and mass migration, establishment Republicans could still save the Democrat Party and
destroy their own.      

But for now, it does not look good for Democrats. When overconfidence on the part of an incumbent
allowed self-styled “Democratic Socialist” Ocasio-Cortez to defeat a longtime congressman in a primary
in ultra-liberal New York, the divisions that became apparent in the 2016 Democrat primary came into
focus. Democratic National Committee chair Tom Perez, for instance, proclaimed that Ocasio-Cortez
was the “future” the party. A number of far-left candidates are even bringing Ocasio-Cortez and
Sanders in to endorse them, hoping to capitalize on her sudden fame and her improbable victory and
Sanders’ status as an outsider.

But then she started talking, making outlandish statements so far detached from reality that even the
far-left “fact checkers” have called her out. She also revealed that her positions are more fluid than her
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comrades believe gender to be; for instance, she went from supporting a two-state solution regarding
Israel and Palestine to opposing it almost immediately afterward. Conservatives celebrated, hoping to
make her the face of the Democrats. “We need more people like her,” Trump ally and Brexit architect
Nigel Farage told a group of young U.S. conservatives. “The more loophead socialists, the crazier — the
crazier people that they put up for the other party, the better it’s going to be for you guys.”

But after she repeatedly made a fool of herself on national television in the weeks since her win, and
after poll results showed three in four American voters would not knowingly vote for a socialist,
Democrat bigwigs and the establishment behind them are re-thinking their strategy.

Former FBI boss James Comey, a Deep State swamp creature under fire for improperly protecting
Hillary Clinton from prosecution, urged Americans to vote Democrat in the mid-terms. But a few days
later, he was warning the Democrat Party that they would scare away normal people if they keep acting
like kooks. “Democrats, please, please don’t lose your minds and rush to the socialist left,” Comey wrote
on social media. “This president and his Republican Party are counting on you to do exactly that.
America’s great middle wants sensible, balanced, ethical leadership.”

In mid-July, a group of “leading moderate Democrats,” as the press described them, gathered in
Columbus, Ohio, to argue that the party should quit bashing the free-market system and obsessing over
income inequality. The conference, organized by the establishment-backed think tank “Third Way,”
called on Democrats to focus more on promoting “opportunity.” The self-styled “center-left”
organization, which would have been considered radical left just a few years ago, backs virtually the
entire agenda of the globalist establishment and the far-left. But it does it using more deceitful rhetoric.

Congressman Jim Himes (D-Conn.), one of the participants in the Ohio conference, urged “progressives”
to tone down the extremism. “It harms us in areas where we need to win,” he was quoted as saying. “To
my progressive friends who got excited about Abolish ICE, I understand the emotions, the moral
vacuum that is involved in splitting up families. But when you go out there and say, ‘This is who we are,’
you’ve now made life harder for the 60 or 70 Democrats fighting in districts where we need to win if we
ever want to be in the majority. Abolishing ICE is not a real political proposal.”   

But for many of his increasingly unhinged colleagues demanding open borders and socialism, it is a very
real political proposal. In fact, as this magazine documented in 2016, the party’s platform committee
was dominated by open communists and socialists, who used their positions to push the Democrat Party
further to the totalitarian left than it has ever gone in history. Even radical leftists like Senator Diane
Feinstein (D-Calif.) are no longer far enough left for the communist- and socialist-controlled Democrat
Party of California, which endorsed her socialist primary challenger.

In some cases, the radical left wing of the Democrat Party is openly allying itself with mass-murdering
communist regimes against the United States. Consider California Governor Jerry “Moonbeam” Brown,
who forged an unconstitutional treaty with communist China, the most murderous government on the
face of the earth. The plan: In defiance of the U.S. government, continue implementing a globalist
scheme to destroy the state’s economy and further centralize power over everything under the guise of
stopping “climate change.” More than a few analysts suggested Brown was committing treason.

On the far-left, though, there seems to be little coherence to the agenda — except in terms of bringing
down Western Christian civilization, the U.S. Constitution, and the God-given liberties enshrined in
America’s founding documents. As an example of the cognitive dissonance now afflicting the far-left
fringe working to take over the Democrat Party, consider a July 23 e-mail by the George Soros-funded
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MoveOn.org. The message touts two Muslim women running for Congress as “progressives,” Rashida
Tlaib in Michigan, an Arab, and Somali immigrant Ilhan Omar in Minnesota, who apparently got
involved in Democrat Party politics as a child just six years after arriving in America. Of course, Islam
takes a dim view of “women’s rights,” and homosexuality is a capital offense under Islamic law known
as Sharia. And yet, the the e-mail soliciting support for the two Muslim women candidates says they will
take on unspecified “attacks on women’s rights and the LGBTQ community” by Trump and Republicans.

One of several fringe groups involved in pushing the party even further to the left is known as “Justice
Democrats.” After the Third Way “Opportunity 2020” event by supposedly moderate Democrats, the
outfit release a statement slamming the “establishment wing” of the Democrat Party for its “losing
strategy” that has resulted in “thousands of lost seats across the country.” “We believe Democrats
should engage with working class Americans, we believe we have an obligation to mobilize
disenchanted voters and give them a political home,” the group said, demanding government
healthcare, “guaranteed jobs,” an end to “systemic racism,” and more. The outfit, founded by former
staff of Bernie Sanders’ 2016 campaign, has endorsed almost 80 “progressive” candidates seeking
public office.

But there is a growing amount of anecdotal and data-driven evidence suggesting that moving further to
the left will decimate the Democrat Party even further. And despite the foaming at the mouth in the
establishment media, even the establishment’s propaganda polls suggest Trump is doing just fine. In
fact, according to a Wall Street Journal/NBC News survey showed Trump’s job approval rating rose to
45 percent, the highest level of his presidency in that particular poll. Among Republicans, Trump
remains massively popular, with 88 percent of GOP voters approving of his job so far.

By contrast, at this point in Obama’s term, just 81 percent of Democrats approved of the job he was
doing. Indeed, aside from George W. Bush, whom the nation rallied behind after the September 11
attacks, Trump was the most popular president within his own party of any other on the list, stretching
back to Truman. That is bad news for Democrats who hope to peel away from supposedly disaffected
Republicans to help win in 2020. And keep in mind, those numbers come despite a constant barrage of
fake news and anti-Trump propaganda aimed at the president, something that is increasingly becoming
obvious even to the president’s critics.  

Ultimately, as readers of this magazine know well, the “establishment” of both major parties cares little
about the voters or what they want. Instead, top Republicans and top Democrats are all part of the
Deep State Swamp — a network that includes semi-secret organizations such the globalist-minded
Council on Foreign Relations and the Bilderberg meetings, as well as true secret societies such as the
Bohemian Grove and the Skull and Bones society. As such, rather than obsessing over controlled
partisan politics, Americans who truly hope to preserve liberty and the Constitution should get involved
in educating their communities about the Deep State and other key issues. Unfortunately, there are no
shortcuts.

Photo of Sen. Bernie Sanders: Gage Skidmore

Alex Newman, a foreign correspondent for The New American, is based in Europe. Follow him on
Twitter @ALEXNEWMAN_JOU or on Facebook. He can be reached at anewman@thenewamerican.com.
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